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MT MERU TREKKING 3 DAYS 
 

Day 1 Moshi - Meriakamba Hut (Full board) 
We drive from Moshi to Momela Gate. After a short registration at the Gate our 
walk will begin with full armed ranger escorting us, simply we can see along the 
way the wild animals including elephants, zebras, and giraffe , monkeys, antelope, 
and often elephants along the route. Dinner and overnight night at Miriakamba 
Hut. 
 
Day 2 Meriakamba Hut - Saddle Hut (Full board) 
The walk from Miriakamba Hut to the saddle below Little Meru is a short day but 
a steep climb. The walk will take us slowly along the ridge for a spectacular view 
of the Meru Crater and the impressive Ash Cone. After hot lunch at Saddle Hut we 
can make a short climb to the summit of Little Meru (3,820m) for superb views 
just before sunset. 
 
Day 3 Saddle Hut - Summit Day – Back to Moshi 
We start early at around 1:30 a.m. to climb steeply to Rhino Point (3,800 m.) and 
on to Cobra Point (4350m). We reach the summit (4,566 m) on time for sunrise 
there is a possibility to see Kilimanjaro Peak above the clouds. The final part of 



the climb is along a spectacular narrow ridge line between the sheer inner cliffs 
and the sloping outer wall of the crater. We take a short rest and brunch at 
Saddle Hut before continuing the descent to the Momella gate. The returning 
transfer will be waiting at Momella Gate to pick you to Moshi at your hotel. 
 
  

End of the safari the African traces driver will take you to the airport for your 
flight back home / or option for climbing mountain Kilimanjaro. 
 

Price Include 
>>All entry fees in national parks as per itinerary. 
>>Arrival and departure airport transfers. 
>>2 nights in Arusha or Moshi before safari. 
>>3 meals a day while on Safari. 
>>First aid kit. 
>>Service of an English/Spanish speaking driver guide. 
>>Transport based on an excellent 4×4 Vehicle with open roof for game viewing. 
>> Driver’s Salary and allowances. 
>>Park fees for vehicle and driver. 
>>Enough bottled water the whole safari. 
>>Government taxes. 
 

Price Exclude 
>>Extras at the lodges i.e. drinks, telephone, laundry etc. 
>>International and internal flight 
>>Tips – recommended. 
>>Extra activities. 
>>Traveler Insurance. 
>>And all not listed above. 
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